Those "five hundred pages of cultural crisis" refer, as we know, to the "life's work" (III 306) of a German philosopher: Karl Jaspers, Von der Wahrheit (On Truth), Munich 1947. Obviously, modern poetry breaks the contract with philosophy because prospective partners who are at once more seasonal and up to date have turned up: film and the music-charts in second place, radio broadcasts and their recordings in first. Whereas the pact between poetry and thought resulted from the general literalization in which the monopoly of writing situated itself during the age of Goethe, poetry in 1950 already presupposed competition with the technical media. It was in 1877 and 1893 that two of Edison's developments-the phonograph and the cinetoscope-broke the monopoly of writing, started a non-literary (but equally serial) data processing, established an industry of human engineering, and placed literature in the ecological niche which (and not by chance) Remington's contemporaneous typewriter had conquered. 5 Only under these conditions of semio-technical rather than crea- 6 
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Benn's Poetry 7 tive transformation did the mechanization of writing become a problem for poetry itself. In a closing remark which "was not up to him to make," but which he still could not omit for reasons of technical thoroughness, Benn stated:
I personally do not consider modern poetry fit for performance....A modern poem demands to be printed on paper and read; it demands black typeface and becomes more graphic or plastic with each glance at its outer structure.
(I 529)
Benn's poetics therefore work (to use Niklas Luhmann's term)6 as "differentiation" within a given system of media: ever since the gramophone took over the storage of sounds or noises, and film that of pictures or colors, literature has been forced to give up the romantic fiction of its own sensual data flow and develop instead a new typewritten materiality. Whereas Romanticism (to quote Eichendorff) still dreamt of recording a song that allegedly slept in everything, "Problems of Poetry" (in accord with Freud's Interpretation of Dreams) knew better: "There are colors and sounds in nature, but no words" (I 510). 7 The absoluteness of poems thus measures, in a literal sense, their distance from phonography and cinematography. Consequently, Benn called his written words "something rather dry" emitted from "empty and hollow tubes"-and himself a "dumb" man "already trembling in front of his typewriter" (II 270). The typewriter keyboard evidently replaces or realizes the merely metaphorical tubes. This is how closely the actual writing and the printing of poems are interlocked after Remington. Whereas the narrative "I" in Benn's short story "Weinhaus Wolf" does not become a writer-as was his dream-because for this profession "one should at least be able to read one's own handwriting" (II 134), Benn the MD, even though stuck with the same professional deformation, was already past the verdict of classical literature according to which handwriting and its readability were necessary conditions for becoming a poet. In Brussels, his World War I base, Benn relied every night on other people's misuse of "army equipment"8 in order to send ready-to-print typescripts to his publisher. And since those nameless people, for the first time in warfare, tended to be women, 9 Benn, in 1936, simultaneously ditched two girl friends for the one (the daughter of an officer's widow) who had learned-in spite or because of her deeply deplored lack of higher education-to type "two hundred syllables per minute."10 That is why she made her debut as his wife with the task of transforming the manuscript of "Weinhaus Wolf' according to modern typewriter standards. How literally true is Enright's poem in stating that Benn's Poetry 7 "the typewriter is creating a revolution in poetry" and "opening up new fields unheard of by Donne or Blake." Hertha Benn, nee von Wedemeyer, re-mained a "typegirl typegirl burning bride"11 until July 1945, when the Red Army's takeover of a formerly American-occupied German zone drove her to suicide. Her deplored lack of education, by the way, only reflected the technical media of her work-and leisure-time. Benn wrote about his future wife and secretary: "When it comes down to it, there is nothing in her life but her job, then her mother, then her things, then gramophone records and dancing, and after that her job again."'2 Neither Kracauer's "Sociology of Employees" nor its novelistic transcription (Irmgard Keun's "A Girl of Rayon"), could have defined the shorthand typist any better. Because her daily typing disassembled all speech (as Benn too would experience it) into black and discrete characters, there was nothing left but to take her flight into the comforting continuity of moving pictures at night or even-as was the case with Keun's heroine-to become a dancer and poet herself on the exclusive basis of radio hits. The girl of rayon listened to the loudspeaker, sang the transmitted songs, added slightly alcoholized new lyrics and finally typed this poetic output as part of an autobiographical novel. 13 And indeed, apart from unpublished "state security reasons,"14 it was for the technical revival of those oldest lyrics, the oral, memorized, and Thus, for instance, it was only after Gutenberg's innovation gave exact addresses to books by making numerable their henceforth identical pages that baroque drama-under the command of a prince and addressee of the book's dedication-was able to permutate and combine two different memory banks, namely the historical facts on the one hand (or shelf) and the rhetorical figures on the other.'l It was only after general alphabetization was instituted society-wide that romantic landscape poetry, as demonstrated by Richard Alewyn, was able to present an optical and acoustical nature to its readers as if they received, instead of printed letters, the described sensory data themselves.19 And it is only with Benn-in the age of film and gramopahone-that such romantic authorship falls under his ironic sentence: "Today's poetry does not develop out of a tearful heart watching the sun go down" (I 545). Certainly, this exclusion of sensory perception and coherence (walking with "calm paces" from Palavaz to Nietzsche's Portofino would simply not be feasible) does not exclude landscape poetry in general, but its new field or landscape will be that of technical media. Once God himself-conceived in Benn's last radio drama as the "voice behind the curtain"-announces that "information exchange is today's cosmos of the white earth" (II 428), there remains hardly any other choice.
The "Novel of the Phenotype," Benn's World War Two prose, stated right from the start that "radio is highly superior to nature since it is more inclusive and may be varied at will" (II 182). And in fact, it is variable tuning capacitors that made it possible to switch-notwithstanding all war restrictions of German Volksempfanger and prohibitive monitoring of 
